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3.1.2 System  Design  Modi Operandi and Geographical and Environmental 
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3.3  SOFT SYSTEMS METHODOLOGY EXPLAINED
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Why should I install






We must use the latest
technology
Programmers























































































































































































































3.4  THE STRUCTURE OF SOFT SYSTEMS METHODOLOGY STUDY OF 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































#I- WVRP provided comprehensive information on nine 
key development sites in the Wandle Valley Strategic 
Employment Corridor.  This data was in an analogue 
format and was digitised onto the system using 



















	 This data was supplied so it could be compared to the 
Brownfield polygons digitised from the UDP maps. 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.2.3  Survey Results  
4.2.3.1  Demography – Who Answered the Questionnaire? 
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5  Conceptual Models of Public 






















































































































































































Picture 1: General overview of
environmental information and its
use.
Picture 2: Focus on
environmental information
systems and the information
they contain.
Picture 3: Public access to
environmental information and
distribution channels.















Legal / Institutional response
70’ - NEPA, Stockholm
90’ - Agenda 21/Rio





-Democratisation: inclusion and participation




Goals of information provision:

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.2.2  Environmental Information Systems (Picture 2) 
    Environmental Information System
COMPUTERS:
- Cost of Sw/Hw
- Updates






- Cost of GI
- Ownership, info sharing
- Field view (raster and vector)
STAFF/MANAGEMENT:





- Organisational barriers for
information sharing
CAPTA and INFORMATION:
- Raw data ... "packaged
knowledge"





- Temporal dimension /trends
- Large data sets



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































do I go on with my
work?
What should
we report? Is it
interesting?
What should










Conservation, Green Politics, Local
interests, Single issue political /
social interest
Context:
Can I trust the information provider?
Can I find the information that I
want?







Can I change the information?
















Scale - local to global
What is happening around me?
Will the information help me? Is it
important vs. politics and economy?



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































Is the information there?
Experience with other ICT
Access and costs of ICT
Is what I need there?
Is it of any value?
Can I change it?
      ICT TOPICS:
- Access costs "Digital divide"
- Skills, generational differences
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Efficacy: information used, awareness improved. participation improved
Efficiency: does it reduce costs to transmit and obtain information?
Effectiveness: Sustainable development, improving environmental decision
making




















































































































































































































































Efficacy: information used, goals and objectives advanced
Efficiency: does it reduce costs of advancing goals?
Effectiveness: does the information that we want/need available?




































































































































































































Efficacy: sales figures, satisfaction from readers
Efficiency: does it reduce costs to obtain news articles?
Effectiveness: does the information helped in advancing our goals?






































































































































































Efficacy: compliance with regulation
Efficiency: does it reduce costs to transmit and release information?
Effectiveness: the public authority  goals and the interaction with the public




































































































































































Efficacy: the way the discussion about the development evolve, public
opinions, officials’ opinions
Efficiency: Is the needed information easy to use and accessible?








































































































































































Efficacy: information used, goals and objectives advances
Efficiency: does it reduce costs to advance goals?




Pressure to provide access through
telecom networks or other local


























































































































































Efficacy: knowledge about surroundings
Efficiency: Is the access to the needed information easy and cost effective?


























































































































































































































































































































Efficacy: information used, goals achieved
Efficiency: does it reduce costs to transmit and obtain information?
Effectiveness: Does it improve long term goals of information providers and
users?








































































































































































































































































6  Evaluating the State of the Art in Public 
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From: {Client name} 
To: {Consultant name} 
Subject: A Homecheck Report from {Client} 
Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2000 09:25:15 -0000 
 
Email from Home check 
 
The following link shows an environmental report for a property I’m 




If your e-mail program supports linked text, you should be able to 
simply click on the URL to view the report. If that doesn’t work, copy 
and paste the above URL into your Web browser. 
 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































45 < ! < <
,







9 < ! ! +

63 < : ! !
65 +





< < < <
,5
:

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7  Improving Public Environmental 








































































































































































































































































Presentation  Content 
"Filters" 





































































































































































































































7.3  DEVELOPING THEORETICAL GROUNDING FOR PEIS 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Legal / Institutional response
70’ - NEPA, Stockholm
90’ - Agenda 21/Rio





-Democratisation: inclusion and participation




Goals of information provision:
































































Social / Political arena
Professional / Science
1 
    Environmental Information System
COMPUTERS:
- Cost of Sw/Hw
- Updates






- Cost of GI
- Ownership, info sharing
- Field view (raster and vector)
STAFF/MANAGEMENT:





- Organisational barriers for
information sharing
CAPTA and INFORMATION:
- Raw data ... "packaged
knowledge"





- Temporal dimension /trends
- Large data sets

































































do I go on with my
work?
What should
we report? Is it
interesting?
What should










Conservation, Green Politics, Local
interests, Single issue political /
social interest
Context:
Can I trust the information provider?
Can I find the information that I
want?







Can I change the information?
















Scale - local to global
What is happening around me?
Will the information help me? Is it
important vs. politics and economy?















































Is the information there?
Experience with other ICT
Access and costs of ICT
Is what I need there?
Is it of any value?
Can I change it?
      ICT TOPICS:
- Access costs "Digital divide"
- Skills, generational differences




























Efficacy: information used, goals achieved
Efficiency: does it reduce costs to transmit and obtain information?
Effectiveness: Does it improve long term goals of information providers and
users?
Ethicality: equity of access to information, use of information and access to
justice
Create
computerised
information system
Adapt content to
remote access
Publish system
through telecom
networks
Define:
- information needs
-goals for information
consumption
Appreciate
external influence
relevant for
context
Identify needed
information
Identify
information
sources
Identify
information
availability
Other sources,
existing knowledge
Pressure to
collect information
Pressure to
provide access to
informaiton
Access information
through telecom
networks
Use
information
Repackage
information
Define criteria for
goals and
objectives
Monitor system
Adapt system,
control
 
	


 
		
		

 
 

 
 
	
			

			
 	!

"			
		#
	$
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 
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